MULTIFAMILY PERFORMANCE PROGRAM
Technical Topic – Existing Buildings
Infiltration
It is widely known that infiltration has a significant impact on energy consumption in buildings. Sealing
holes in buildings can be a cost-effective energy conservation measure. However, all too often, air
sealing is regarded as only “weatherstrip windows and doors”. There are many other air leakage sites in
multifamily buildings, and air-sealing work can be enhanced if you know where to look and how to seal.

Where to Look for Air Leakage
A field checklist can help in looking for air leakage:
1. Windows
a. Around window frames
b. Moving components: Bottom sides, and top of double hung window sashes and sliders
c. Broken panes
d. Open windows due to poor heating controls
2. Doors - Generally same as windows. Patio doors deserve special attention, as their quantity can be
high if one per apartment, and their area/perimeters are often large.
3. Air conditioners
a. Outdoor air damper
b. Junction between sleeve and wall for through-wall units
c. Where the slideout AC chassis meets the sleeve for through-wall units
d. Junction between air conditioner and window for through-window units
4. Attic floor (alternatively referred to as the "attic flat")
a. Attic hatch or walkup door
i. Around the frame
ii. Between the door and the frame
b. Where the plumbing vent pipe goes up into the attic from below.
c. Where combustion air ducts or vents go up into the attic from below.
c. Uncapped interior walls, especially at the top of plumbing chases
d. Attic ductwork – around duct penetrations to the building below, and also leaks in the duct itself.
e. Around exhaust fans which serve the top floor and are recessed into the top floor ceiling
d. Light fixtures which serve the top floor (recessed into the attic)
e. Dropped soffits, for example in kitchens and baths
f. Open stairwells in low-rise apartments with unfloored attics
5. Basements and crawlspaces
a. Crawlspace vents
b. Pipe, wire and duct penetrations up to first floor
c. Sill plates
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6. Miscellaneous building penetrations
a. Air conditioner split system piping
b. Electric service
c. Around dryer vents
d. Around propane or other gas piping
g. Around oil tank fill pipes
h. Through bathroom or kitchen exhaust ducts, if they do not have dampers
i. Elevator shafts/ penthouses
j. Stairwell vents
k. Abandoned chimneys
l. Broken dampers
m. Around duct grilles
n. Around plumbing penetrations in bathrooms and kitchens
7. Walls
a. Through electrical outlets
b. Through framing
c. At sill plates and headers (tops and bottoms of walls, especially where they meet the foundation
in wood frame buildings)
d. Rim joists between floors
e. Cantilevers – most often found between first and second floors in low-rise buildings.
f. Party/firewalls can be a potential vertical path from basement/crawlspace up through to the attic
cavities. Even when floor systems are sealed to the walls, penetrations in the block, top &
bottom, provide a chase that can be an air leakage path. Convective currents inside block walls
can also contribute to problems.

Air Leakage at Fixed Versus Moving Junctions
Often overlooked is that an exterior component of a building, such as a window or door, has two distinct
types of junctions through which air leaks: 1. Fixed junctions, such as a window or door frame. 2.
Moving junctions, such as a window sash or a door itself. Fixed and moving junctions require different
treatments. Gaps in fixed junctions require caulk, foam, or other rigid material to fill the gaps. Gaps in
moving junctions require weatherstripping, which allow relative motion of two surfaces while
minimizing air leakage. When assessing components for air leakage, it is critical to examine BOTH
the fixed junctions AND the moving junctions. Too often, energy professionals only examine one or the
other type of junction, and so miss treating the component as a whole. For example, research has shown
that attic hatch doors have significant air leakage through the frame, not only through the door-frame
junction. Weatherstripping alone will not prevent air leakage through the frame, the frame needs to be
caulked. Another example is through-wall air conditioners, which often have leakage both through the
junction between the sleeve and wall, AND where the air conditioner slides in and meets the sleeve. A
thorough assessment requires sliding the air conditioner out to look at the interior junctions, AND
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examining the exterior of the sleeve for air leakage at the junction with the wall. Similarly, a thorough
workscope will require both caulking of the sleeve/wall junction AND weatherstripping of the moving
unit-sleeve junction.

Pitched Roof Buildings
Pitched roof buildings require special attention for air leakage into and through attics. Air leakage sites
are described above. What is most important in doing energy audits in pitched roof buildings is:
1. To get up in the attic. This means making arrangements for a ladder, having a flashlight, tools
and willingness to climb through attics which are often dusty and do not have easy access.
Identifying air leakage in attics is not possible without getting up into them.
2. To probe for air leakage sites once in the attic. This means pushing insulation aside, and
checking each of the potential air leakage sites listed above.
It is very rare that a pitched roof building does NOT have air leakage into the attic.

High Rise Buildings
High rise buildings have different air leakage characteristics than low-rise buildings. In high-rise
buildings, attention needs to be focused on:
1. Repeating air leakage sites (air conditioner sleeves, porch doors, windows).
2. Ground floor doors (including overhead doors) and roof doors.
3. Stack effect: Floor-to-floor air movement.

Finding Air Leakage
There are several approaches to finding air leakage:
1. Use smoke puffers or smoke pencils to identify air movement.
2. Slide paper into cracks.
3. Physically move components: Move window sashes from side to side, and back and
forth, to see how much play is in them. Open and close windows and doors to examine
fit, look for cracks, and assess compression of existing weatherstripping. Slide window
air conditioners partially out of their sleeves, and back in.
4. Look for daylight through cracks, from indoors, or use a flashlight to identify cracks.
5. Visual inspection:
a. Missing weatherstripping
b. Poor construction: ill-fitting doors and windows.
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c. Indirect signs of infiltration, such as dust deposits. For example, dirty fiberglass
insulation.
6. Feel for infiltration, from indoors, with a wet hand. Note that infiltration will be easier to
feel on lower floors, where driven by stack effect.
7. Talk to tenants and building staff about drafts.
8. Testing, for example do dampers close when they are supposed to close? (Outdoor air
dampers, combustion air dampers, bathroom exhaust dampers, elevator room dampers,
etc.).
9. Make sure to enter all types of spaces: Attics, crawlspaces, basements, additions, etc.
10. Advanced approaches:
a. Air leakage diagnostics with blower door testing, often in combination with
smoke.
b. Infrared thermography.
c. Pressure testing and mapping with micromanometers, such as measuring stack
effect.
What is most important is that air leakage sites be initially identified during the energy audit, and not
fully left to be identified later. The potential performance benefits of sealing air leakage cannot be
properly evaluated if the air leakage is not broadly characterized in the energy audit. Fully identifying
all the air leakage holes will realistically not happen during an energy audit, but a basic characterization
of the building’s overall relative leakiness must happen up front, at the time of the energy audit.

Treatments
Air sealing treatments should not be limited to just weatherstripping or caulk. Air sealing is effectively
done with a variety of approaches, targeted specific types of air leakage:
1. Weatherstripping – for moving joints, like windows or doors.
2. Caulk – for fixed joints, like window and door frames. Larger gaps must first be filled with a
backer rod or other rigid material.
3. High-temperature caulks and foams to seal around flues and chimneys
4. Replacement windows and doors – for when the entire assembly is failing, or is being replaced
anyway.
5. Storm windows.
6. Two-part foam – for larger penetrations, such as the tops of wall cavities in attics.
7. Dense-pack cellulose – for rim joist openings, wall cavities, attics, and more. Dense-pack
cellulose provides both insulating and resistance to air movement.
8. Vapor barriers.
9. Plywood, drywall, and/or rigid foam insulation – to close large holes, for example abandoned
chimneys.
10. Gaskets – for electrical outlets and other occasionally-removed surfaces.
11. Mastic – for sealing ducts.
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12. Dampers – for exhaust fan ducts, chimneys, etc.
13. Specialty air-sealing products: air-conditioner covers, attic hatch covers, etc.
14. Advanced approaches:
a. Air locks, rotating doors, or vestibules to reduce infiltration at entrance doors.
b. Pressure balancing of ventilation systems.
c. Reducing stack effect.
d. Balancing heating systems to reduce open windows.

Infiltration Myths and Legends
Some approaches to identifying infiltration fall into the “myths and legends” category:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Just counting the roof penetrations on a building will tell you all about a building’s infiltration.
Just taking photos of the outsides of a building will tell you all about a building’s infiltration.
Just talking to people about if there are drafts will tell you all about a building’s infiltration.
Just looking at doors and windows will tell you all about a building’s infiltration.

Workscopes
Workscopes often miss essential elements of the required work, and so result in substandard
installations. An inadequate workscope might simply say “Air-seal windows.” This does not specify
which windows, if the airsealing is weatherstripping or caulk or both, steps in preparation, what
materials will be used, etc. There is more to air-sealing than just fastening weatherstripping. An
example workscope which captures more of the required details, for weatherstripping, is:
“Submit product data for approval by owner prior to ordering. Open cell foam shall not be used.
Windows/doors to be treated include <identify windows/doors/etc. by location and count>. Remove old
weather-stripping. Clean existing surfaces. Inspect surfaces for damage or moisture. Notify owner if
surface is not in good enough condition to accept weather-stripping. Inspect for air leakage and air
sealing opportunities around the windows that are not being addressed in this workscope/contract, and
notify the Owner of such opportunities (for example, caulking the window frame interior, caulking the
window frame exterior, air leakage at counterweights, air leakage in panels below windows, etc.).
Tighten door and window hardware. Cut weather-stripping carefully to length. Apply weather-stripping.
New weather-stripping should be snug, and should completely fill gaps without buckling or otherwise
deforming. Open and close window or door 10 times, and inspect for interference, weather-stripping
damage, or other problems. Windows and doors should be able to close without excessive force.
Demonstrate to owner.”
Similar workscopes should be used for caulking, foam air-sealing, or any other air-sealing. All
workscopes should answer the following questions: What needs to be sealed? What products will be
used? Who will approve use of the products? What needs to be removed in order to install the new
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product? Does the surface need to be prepared before the work is done? How will the product be
installed? Is any surface finishing (painting, etc.) needed after the work is done? What inspection or
testing needs to happen to ensure a quality installation? Workscopes should also encourage installing
contractors to actively seek missed air sealing opportunities, to refine and enhance the workscope, and to
modify or improve the specifications (subject to the review of the Partner and Owner).

Modeling and Financial Assessment
Modeling infiltration is covered in the Simulation Guidelines. A few guiding principles can help:
a. Use common sense: Sealing a single air leakage site like a leaky front door is not going to
reduce the building’s infiltration from 1 ACH to 0.5 ACH. Even treating a repeating buildingwide air leakage problem (for example, leaky windows throughout a building) will not achieve
this level of infiltration reduction. Be conservative in estimating infiltration reduction.
b. Air sealing can be a fast-payback energy conservation measure, but should not be treated as a
commodity. Every building is different. Finding and successfully sealing air leakage requires
attention to detail.
c. Be conservative in estimating the installed cost of air sealing (estimate on the high side). Often,
the work is underbudgeted, and this ends up limiting the scope and quality of what gets done,
and so limits the delivered savings. Also, often more air leakage is uncovered by installing
contractors, and the budget needs to have a sufficient contingency to allow for treating air
leakage that is found during the installation.

Summary: Attention to Detail
Air sealing often offers a low-cost way to reduce energy use in buildings. But in order for air sealing to
deliver energy savings, attention must be paid to detail.
a. Pay attention to detail in finding air leakage sites. Use a checklist to assure you check all
potential sites, try to enter all types of spaces in a building, bring the right tools.
b. Pay attention to detail in describing air leakage sites. Differentiate between frames and moving
surfaces. Take photographs.
c. Pay attention to detail in estimating energy savings. Avoid overestimating savings.
d. Pay attention to detail in describing the work to be done. Answer all workscope questions (see
above) for each type of air leakage site.
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Air Leakage: Examples

Ill-fitting window air conditioner in a through-wall air
conditioner sleeve (Power Concepts)

Uncovered window air conditioners in winter

Missing air sealing around combustion air ducts (Taitem Eng)

Stairwell window cracked open in winter (Power Concepts)

Broken ductwork in attic (Taitem Eng)

Uncapped chase, looking down from attic (Taitem Eng)
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Elevator shaft (Power Concepts)

Air conditioner sleeves, most not covered (Power Concepts)

Door to roof with crack at bottom (Power Concepts)
Door needs weatherstripping and sweep (Power Concepts)

Elevator shaft louver (Power Concepts)
Large gap underneath basement door (Power Concepts)
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Unsealed pipe penetration in attic (Taitem Eng)

Entry door leaks (Taitem Eng)

Uncapped masonry wall in attic (Taitem Eng)

Unsealed pipe penetrations in crawl space (Taitem Eng)

Porch doors – large and repeating potential air leakage site
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Bowed attic hatch door, with no weatherstripping or frame
caulk, and showing dust as evidence of air leakage (Taitem Eng)

Interior wall from attic (Taitem Eng)

Interior wall from attic (Taitem Eng)

Open duct in attic (Taitem Eng)

Interior wall from basement (Taitem Eng)

Roof doorway to stairwell (Power Concepts)
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Quarter inch gap between doors (Power Concepts)

Unsealed pipe penetrations (Taitem Eng)

Air conditioner sleeve without caulk (Taitem Eng)

View of railroad tracks from inside boiler room (Power
Concepts)

Through-wall air conditioner sleeves, often 2-3 or more per
apartment – examine both outside and inside of the sleeve
Unsealed wiring penetrations into attic (Taitem Eng)
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